Circulatory shock is a life-threatening disease that accounts for around one-third of all admissions to intensive care units (ICU). It requires immediate treatment, which is why the development of tools for planning therapeutic interventions is required to deal with shock in the critical care environment. In this study, the ShockOmics European project original database is used to extract attributes capable of predicting mortality due to shock at the ICU. Missing data imputation techniques and machine learning models were used, followed by feature selection from different data subsets. Selected features were later used to build Bayesian Networks, revealing causal relationships between features and ICU outcome. The main result is a subset of predictive features that includes well-known indicators such as SOFA and APACHE II, but also less commonly considered ones related to cardiovascular function such as Left Atrial Dilation, Inferior Vena Cava Distensibility Index, or shock treatment (Norepinephrine). Importantly, certain selected features are shown to be most predictive at certain time-steps. This means that, as shock progresses, different attributes could be prioritized. Clinical traits obtained at 24h. from ICU admission are shown to accurately predict cardiogenic and septic shock mortality, suggesting that relevant life-saving decisions could be made shortly after ICU admission.
Introduction
The ShockOmics dataset was split into three datasets. The first dataset was named 155 Full and it was obtained by filtering features from the original ShockOmics dataset. 156 Certain features that did not make sense from the classification viewpoint were 157 manually removed. They were either very general comments in natural language or 158 explicitely revealed some information about the outcome of the patient. Both cases were 159 deemed not to be reliable as features to feed the ML model. In detail, the following 160 features were manually removed: Reason for admission; ICU admission; RV area/LV 161 area (T1, T2, T3); Microorganisms (three columns with the same name); ID; Death due 162 to withdrawal of care; Mortality 28 days, 100 days (two columns); Hospital results; 163 Total days in ICU, in Hospital (two columns). The resulting dataset had 316 features 164 with one target feature. 165 A research hypothesis is that the closer in time the feature to the final outcome, the 166 better the prediction of mortality. To test this hypothesis, two further datasets were 167 created, namely T1+T2 and T1. Both were obtained from the Full dataset by filtering 168 features at certain time-steps. From the T1+T2 dataset all T3 features were removed, 169 May 25, 2018 5/46 resulting in 180 features with a target feature. From the T1 dataset both T2 and T3 170 time-step features were left out, so the resulting dataset included 104 features and a 171 target feature. 172 A fourth feature set was built with features that are commonly assumed to be 173 associated with the mortality of patients with shock, according to current practice. This 174 feature set is referred to as initial feature set (IFS ). Table 2 shows features that were 175 included in the IFS set.
176 Table 2 . Initial feature set description. Name of the feature Observations Type Which type of shock 75 categorical (4 val) Lactate levels (mmol/L) T1 72 numerical (cont) Lactate levels (mmol/L) T2 64 numerical (cont) Lactate levels (mmol/L) T3 38 numerical (cont) Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) T1 75 numerical (cont) Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) T2 71 numerical (cont) Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) T3 44 numerical (cont) SOFA T1 75 numerical (cont) SOFA T2 71 numerical (cont) SOFA T3 43 numerical (cont) APACHE II T1 75 numerical (cont) Result in ICU 75 categorical (2 val) The columns of the table correspond to the name of the feature, the number of available observations and the type of the feature. Initial feature set (IFS) consists of 11 features and the target (Result in ICU ). Features with missing observations are highlighted in bold in the Observations column.
Feature selection 177
In order to identify promising feature sets, five FS techniques were applied to the four 178 data sets described in the previous section. The resulting feature subsets were used to 179 train the G-NB model and five performance measures were recorded. The first four remained unknown. The G-NB model was therefore used as the substitute. 195 The model training stage was performed 100 times using 75% of the data, which 196 were randomly split, with the rest of the data being left for testing. The mean and the 197 standard deviation of the 100 executions (using the test set) were calculated for all five 198 performance measures. Missing values were imputed using RF imputation [43] . The 199 G-NB model [42] increase the Bayesian score. The process stops when there are no edges that increase the 264 score. It then starts removing edges until no single edge removal can increase the score. 265 The algorithm works on the assumption that the causal process generating the data 266 is accurately modeled by a CBN. Each node in this CBN is a a linear function of its 267 parents, plus a finite additive Gaussian noise term. Each observation in the data is 268 assumed to be independent and obtained by randomly sampling all the variables from 269 the joint distribution. Given all these assumptions, the FGES procedure outputs the 270 CBN structure that contains: The Tetrad software (v6.4.0) was used in the implementation of FGES. The 276 algorithm was applied twice for each of the feature sets obtained during the feature 277 selection phase. First, the algorithm was applied only to the features, excluding the 278 outcome, while the second time it was instead applied to both features and the outcome. 279 The expectation was to have few or no differences between features that did not involve 280 the outcome. That would mean that the CBNs are stable enough to draw clear 281 conclusions. The algorithm used the default parameters and seven maximum discrete 282 categories.
283

Experimental Results
284
Feature selection experiments 285 The FS experiments are divided into three groups. Each group corresponds to its own 286 dataset: Full, T1+T2 and T1. All five FS techniques were applied to each dataset. Table 3 shows the comparison of different feature sets: their size, the dataset and the 294 FS method used. The feature sets from the same dataset are grouped together. The 295 additional IFS dataset is used as a baseline to compare the rest of feature sets 296 performances. A naive majority classifier that always predicts the most frequent label 297 in the training set, was also added for baseline comparison. This table presents only the 298 best results for each FS method. The columns correspond to the number of features, the data that was used to obtain the feature set, the FS method and five performance measures (mean ± std(p − value)). Welch's t-test is used to obtain p-values for the null hypothesis that two performance measures have identical values. Each measure was tested against the same measure but of the Full (7, UFS) feature set. The IFS is used as a baseline for comparison. The best results for accuracy are highlighted in bold.
As can be seen from Table 3 , the UFS and the RF models produce consistently good 300 results. Their performance is better than the models with the IFS, and this is especially 301 noticeable when it comes to the MCC. The best results in the experiments were found 302 for the UFS FS method in the Full dataset, while the second best was the UFS+RFE 303 technique with the same dataset. This is interesting, since UFS+RFE showed poor 304 performance in other two datasets. The RFECV features achieved the worst results. It 305 uses the SVC model for cross-validation, but the performance was measured with the 306 G-NB. It was impossible to use the G-NB model, since it cannot evaluate the 307 importance of features. When the SVC model was used for testing the performance, it 308 showed slightly better results. The RFE feature showed reasonably good performance 309 but worse than the UFS and the RF.
310
In order to obtain the most promising feature sets, the results from both tables were 311 filtered based on their performance (see Table 4 ). For this purpose, different 312 performance thresholds were used. Only the feature sets with accuracy ≥ 0.86, MCC ≥ 313 0.68 and AUC ≥ 0.84 were selected for the next experiment. All filtered feature sets 314 and their individual features can be found in the list below.
315 Table 4 . The performance of the filtered feature sets. List of promising feature sets: the subset of data that was used to obtain the feature set; 366 the size and the applied FS technique are in the parenthesis.
367
Causal discovery
368
For each of the feature sets there are two corresponding CBNs. The first one (the CBN 369 "a'are was built without betweene the target feature (is an Result ion of the ICU ), the 370 second one (the CBN "b") included all features and the target. 371 Fig 2 shows the CBNs for the T1 (28, UFS) feature set. This is the biggest feature 372 set in the experiments; however, eight and seven nodes are detached from the rest of the 373 network in the first and the second CBN respectively. Adding the target feature makes 374 LA dilatation by eyeballing at T1 connected to LVOT average diameter at T1 with 375 undirected and to X Norepinephrine at T1 with directed edge. There are no other 376 differences between the two CBNs aside the outcome, which is an indication of the high 377 stability of the structures. Result in ICU is connected to APACHE II at T1 and X 378 Norepinephrine at T1. The CBN structures revealed connections between the features and the outcome.
450
The assumption behind the evaluation of the most important clinical attributes for 451 outcome prediction was that such features are the closest to the outcome in a graph.
452
The direction of the edge from feature to the outcome is also a good indicator that the 453 close connection to the target feature makes them valuable for mortality prediction, as 469 well. Such feature include X Norepinephrine at T1, FiO2 at T2, Sedation Scale SAS at 470 T2, FiO2 at T2, Lactate levels at T2, SOFA at T1, Creatinine at T3. SOFA at T1 and 471 FiO2 at T2 appeared close to Result in ICU twice, which increases the confidence in 472 their importance.
473
These findings agree with other studies that support the use of certain attributes for 474 mortality prediction. For instance, the SOFA score has previously been shown to have a 475 significant prognostic value for in-hospital mortality prediction [ the prediction of risk of death.
517
The main conclusion of this study is that it is possible to predict risk of death in the 518 acute phase of septic and cardiogenic shock with quite acceptable results by taking into 519 consideration the attributes routinely measured through echocardiography in the ICU. 520 Use of this data for assessing the prognosis of patients is considered valuable for the 521 clinical management of patients with shock in the ICU. The first entry uses the recall metric, followed by the average precision, the precision, the weighted f1, the AUC and the neg log loss. The first 30 features stability scores using the Full dataset: for the RF (Random Forest) feature selection and for the rest of the feature selection techniques (Full ).
